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Zusammenfassung
Hintergrund: Tissue Engineering ist eine interdisziplinäre biomedizinische
Wissenschaft, die es sich zum Ziel gemacht hat, Ersatz für defektes oder nicht
angelegtes Gewebe zu erforschen. Zu diesem Zweck werden Techniken
entwickelt, um neues Gewebe in-vitro und in-vivo zu züchten. Die beiden in-vitro
Systeme, welche momentan im Tissue Engineering angewandt werden, sind
statische oder dynamische Zellkulturen. Das Ziel dieses Experiments war die
Kultivierung glatter Schafsmuskelzellen (OESMC) auf zwei verschiedenen
Scaffolds (klein- bzw. großporige Struktur) unter dynamischen Bedingungen in
einem Bioreaktor. Desweiteren sollte die Stabilität der kollagenen Scaffolds
untersucht werden.

Methoden: Steriles bovines Perikard (kleinporig) und ein angefertigter Scaffold
aus Schweinekollagen (großporig) wurden als organische Biomatrizen verwendet.
Diese wurden in tubuläre Form genäht, mit OESMC beimpft, in einem speziellen
Kulturgefäß befestigt und an das Pumpsystem eines Bioreaktors angeschlossen.
Nach 7 Tagen unter dynamischen Kulturbedingungen wurde der Versuch unter
Berücksichtigung folgender Aspekte analysiert: (a) Die Erstellung und Befestigung
tubulärer Konstrukte an den Zuführungsleitungen des Kulturgefäßes, (b) Erfolg in
der

Erhaltung

natürlicher

und

angefertigter

kollagener

Scaffolds

unter

dynamischen Kulturbedingungen, (c) Zelladhäsion unter minimal möglichem Flow
des Bioreaktorsystems, (d) strukturelle Veränderungen des natürlichen bzw.
angefertigten kollagenen Scaffolds.

Ergebnisse:

Beide

Scaffolds

konnten

erfolgreich

in

eine,

für

Bioreaktoruntersuchungen geeignete, tubuläre Form genäht und für 7 Tage unter
dynamischen Bedingungen kultiviert werden. Zelladhäsion war nicht möglich, da
selbst der minimale Flow des Bioreaktorsystems eine Ablösung der Zellverbände
bedingte. Die strukturelle Integrität beider Scaffolds zeigte kaum Veränderungen,
wodurch deren Anwendbarkeit in Bioreaktoren bewiesen wurde.

Fazit: Dynamische Zellkultivierung ist eine wichtige Erweiterung statischer
Zellkulturmöglichkeiten in der in-vitro Züchtung von Gewebe. Viele Faktoren,
welche Zellformation unter dynamischen Bedingungen beeinflussen, müssen bei
der Anwendung solcher Systeme beachtet werden.
iv

Abstract
Background: Research in tissue engineering holds promises to generate tissue
or whole organ substitutes for the treatment of congenital anomalies and acquired
defects due to disease and trauma. Techniques are being developed to grow new
tissue in-vitro and in-vivo. There are 2 in-vitro systems that are applied for tissue
engineering: static and dynamic. The aim of this study was to perform preliminary
investigation with regards to the mechanical stability of collagen scaffolds. Two
different scaffolds (dense and porous) were employed in a dynamic bioreactor
system using ovine esophageal smooth muscle cells (OESMC).

Methods: Sterilized bovine pericardium (dense) and a fabricated porcine
collagen sponge (porous) were used as organic scaffolds for investigations. The
scaffolds were sutured to formed tubes, seeded with OESMC and then set in a
special tissue chamber that was attached to a dynamic bioreactor pump system.
The constructs were exposed to dynamic bioreactor conditions after which the
scaffolds were investigated under various aspects: (a) Ability to tubularize
scaffolds on media feeding ends of the bioreactor, (b) Success in maintaining
natural and fabricated collagen scaffolds in a bioreactor, (c) Cell attachment under
minimal flow conditions offered by the bioreactor and (d) Structural changes
evident in natural and fabricated collagen scaffolds.

Results: Both bovine pericardium and the porcine collagen sponge were
successfully tubularized for bioreactor investigations and successfully maintained
during the 7 day period. Cell attachment was not possible since the minimal flow
settings offered by the pump system was extremely high which led to cell
detachment. The structure of both scaffolds showed little deformations, thus their
suitability for use in such systems was confirmed.

Conclusion: Dynamic bioreactors are important to generate tissue under
improved culture conditions than those offered by static cultures. There are many
factors that influence the success of tissue formation in dynamic bioreactors which
need to be considered when using such systems in tissue engineering.
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American Food & Drug Administration
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Scanning electron microscopy
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Electronic control unit
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Dulbecco’s modified eagle’s medium
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1 Introduction

1.1 General introduction to tissue engineering
The idea of engineering tissue and organs has fueled many advances in modern
medicine since its revival in 1987. Being coined “Tissue Engineering” by the
American scientists Joseph Vacanti and Robert Langer and defined as the
“interdisciplinary field applying the principles of engineering and life sciences to
generate biological substitutes for tissue loss or damage”

(1)

, this scientific

specialty is closely connected to the history of transplantation medicine and
surgery itself. These fields are highly involved in solving issues of patients with
end-stage organ failure due to trauma, inflammation or chronic diseases or
patients with congenital anomalies.
Reconstructive surgical methods to treat tissue or organ loss include autologous
tissue substitutes, artificial or mechanical devices, biological decellularized
xenogenic tissue or allogenous whole organ transplantation. Although these
procedures were enormous developments in modern surgery, scarce supply,
susceptibility to infections, graft rejection, lifelong immunosuppression and longterm interactions are often insurmountable limitations, especially in the pediatric
patient where most tissue replacements do not grow along with the growing child.
Additionally, in the pediatric population, the waiting list mortality on organ
allocation is higher when compared to adults

(2)

. Serious and life-threatening

congenital defects in pediatric patients pose another challenge where the intention
of tissue engineering would be to cultivate tissue before the patient is born and to
be able to replace missing organs at the time of birth. For this prenatal diagnostics
need to be explored further to guarantee advances in the field (3).
While transplantation medicine and research focuses on more clinical topics like
immunosuppression, host-graft interactions and distribution of donated organs,
tissue engineering technology develops techniques that allow the growth of novel
tissue and organs in-vivo and ex-vivo through analyzing and using procedures that
simulate the microenvironment of the cell. General strategies to restore lost tissue
1

include cell-based techniques through in-vitro cultivation and direct injection, cellencapsulating techniques that protect the transplanted cell from hazardous
macromolecules (closed systems) or means that facilitate the cell’s integration into
so-called “scaffolds“ (biocompatible polymer matrices fabricated from natural or
synthetic biomaterials) which are then transplanted into the organism as whole
functional units (open systems) (4).
Complex tissues require vascularization

(5)

and innervation to be able to keep up

nutrient and gas exchange and maintain their function.
Tissue engineering constructs (cells seeded on scaffolds) today still depend on
diffusion for nutrition, gas exchange and waste disposal, which poses a huge
restriction to a volume of 2-3 mm3 for engineered constructs

(6)

. It is well known

that the extracellular matrix (ECM) regulates endothelial cell fate and the formation
of vessels in native tissue

(7)

; current efforts to enhance the tissue angiogenesis

are being focused on polymer modification (see chapter 1.3.2.) and further
exploration of responsive vascularization during regenerative processes in in-vivo
models. Several attempts have also been made to recreate the vascular structure
of hollow organs through de-novo fabrication

(8) (9)

. As an alternative approach,

studies on decellularized organs such as heart and lung hold promising results to
provide a near-to-natural matrix

(10) (11)

or, at least, provide a better understanding

of the complexity of the vascular system.
Nerve growth depicts another major limitation in generating functional tissue. In
complex organ systems, nerves play an important role in the exchange of
information through signals. Whether it is the vascular function or more integrated
processes like propulsion and secretion in the gastrointestinal tract, nerve
integration is indispensable to maintain the cellular phenotype and functional
properties in most tissues. Innervation of tissue engineered organs has been
demonstrated in animal studies

(12)

. Although these experiments sound promising,

further in-vivo investigations need to prove the feasibility of integrating those
constructs into their functional environment and successfully establishing complex
motoric function and neuronal control mechanisms.

2

With the rise of stem cell biology, tissue engineering has been integrated into the
new field of “Regenerative Medicine”

(13)

. Although stem cells for tissue

engineering are still mostly used in experimental settings, therapeutic cloning and
cellular reprogramming could provide a potentially limitless source of cells for
tissue

engineering

applications.

Some

therapies

originating

from

tissue

engineering have already entered the clinical setting, indicating the perspectives
that regenerative medicine holds for the future (14).

1.2 Cells used in regenerative medicine
Over 30 human body tissues have been studied in the past 2 decades

(15)

. The

usefulness of cells for tissue engineering can be determined according to their
proliferation rate, differentiation potential (somatic vs. progenitor/stem cell), ability
to induce immunogenic reactions (autologous vs. allogenous/xenogenic) and
availability. In order to be able to provide pre-fabricated individual tissue for each
patient, it is therefore necessary to search for methods to cultivate a critical
number of cells in a relatively short amount of time that can either adopt individual
immunogenic properties or do already possess certain immunological properties
that are compatible to the patient.

1.2.1 Somatic cells
Somatic or mature cells can be distinguished according to their differentiation and
proliferative potential. The ability of these cells to differentiate into other cell lines
is lost, which makes them stable and reliable despite having a limited life cycle.
The phenotype of somatic cells is determined by their ontological origin from one
of the 3 germ layers: endoderm, ectoderm or mesoderm. This can be better
understood by the following example: Fast proliferating cells like keratinocytes,
fibroblasts, smooth muscle cells and chondrocytes are easily available in every
patient and can be harvested through biopsy and dissociation of the tissue. On the
other hand, highly differentiated but less proliferating cells like hepatocytes and

3

cardiomyocytes

(16)

can also be utilized, although larger quantities need to be

harvested to achieve the same goals.
The applicability of somatic cells is limited in terms of mass cultivation for clinical
and commercial purposes, though the accessibility of somatic cells and decadeslong research experience makes them perfect for basic biomaterial-related
experiments in tissue engineering.

1.2.2 Stem cells
As somatic cells are limited in number and viability, research goals have shifted
towards finding a new cell clone that could meet the necessary requirements.
Early experiments in the 1980s showed that blastocyst cells have the ability to
differentiate into every kind of tissue depending on the medium and growth factors
used for their cultivation (17). Starting in the late 1990s, the field of stem cell biology
used these principles to explore the possibilities of embryonic blastocyst derived
stem cells (ES)

(18) (19)

. Theoretically, these cells have the possibility to renew

themselves endlessly due to their telomere length and to differentiate into each of
the tissues of the 3 germ layers. Sourcing these cells can be either done by
harvesting them from the aborted fetus, the placenta or the umbilical cord or
through therapeutic cloning/somatic cell nuclear transfer

(20)

. For this purpose, a

somatic cell’s nucleus is transferred into an oocyte and the growing blastocyst is
then sacrificed. With umbilical cord blood being the less controversial way of
gathering ES it has been shown that cells derived from this source are expandable
in higher numbers compared to other types of stem cells in-vitro (21).
The procedure of harvesting cells from human embryos or generating them
through therapeutic cloning brought up ethical issues that encouraged scientists to
enforce research in the ability of certain tissues to regenerate themselves through
circulating or tissue bound Adult stem cells (AS)

(22)

. Clinical translation seems

easier with AS cells as they can be found in every patient, although their
differentiation potential is limited to one germ layer or less. Especially
mesenchymal stem cells (MSC), a subtype of AS, have aroused a lot of interest in
recent years as those cells can potentially differentiate into every kind of

4

(23)

connective tissue. They can be found in adipose tissue

which makes it even

easier to harvest them.
Since harvesting ES was considered controversial and AS differentiation potential
seemed limited, molecular biologists also focused on retroviral transfection as a
method of reprogramming somatic cells to a stem cell-like state, referring to this
cell-clone as induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSC)

(24)

. In 2010, Warren et al.

published a procedure to reprogram the adult cell’s function without altering the
nuclear genome by transfecting only mRNA, thus resulting in a stable and RNAinduced pluripotent cell type (RiPSC) that is able to differentiate into myogenic
cells (25).
Another type of stem cell is the Amniotic fluid stem cell (AFS). The amniotic fluid
usually contains a non-homogenous population of cells originating from the fetus.
Although most of these represent somatic or precursor cells, approximately 1%
are considered AFS cells

(26)

. Their potential is estimated somewhere between ES

and AS without the risk of mutating into teratomas. Experiments with nerves and
bone suggest that AFS possess pluripotent properties similar to blastocyst-derived
ES (27).

1.3 Scaffolds
Living cells in-situ exist in an environment made up of tissue-specific compounds
of proteins, proteoglycans, glycoproteins, glycosaminoglycans and inorganic
crystals. This matrix has been labeled the extracellular matrix (ECM). The various
components of the ECM play a vital role in giving mechanical strength to the
tissue, while also containing cell-signaling ligands and growth factors to facilitate
structural stability, cellular adhesion and interaction. Cellular signal transduction,
migration and the impulse to produce ECM matrix material depend on allocation
and concentration of these ECM ligands and the ECM architecture

(28)

. The

communication between cells and the ECM in this vibrant environment regulates
gene expression, ECM reconfiguration and eventually tissue and organ function.
Another factor to ensure tissue function, cell survival and proliferation is
mechanical stimulation (see Chapter 1.4.2.2).
5

In regenerative medicine, new therapeutic concepts are developed to restore or
improve lost tissue and organ function through combining cells with biocompatible
and degradable matrices (so-called “scaffolds”) that mimic the ECM to promote
regeneration and the return of function in a range of tissue types. Each tissue has
its own biophysical and chemical characteristics. Respecting that, it is important to
choose scaffolds matching each tissue’s individual properties.

1.3.1 Basic scaffold characteristics
The ideal biomechanical ECM substitute should be fabricated according to certain
criteria that include biocompatibility, biodegradability that matches tissue
development in the original tissue and three-dimensional structure of the scaffold.
The scaffold and its degradation products should not be toxic and should not
cause inflammation in-vivo. Porosity, pore size and surface area should be high
enough to support cellular adhesion, proliferation, migration and cell-scaffold
interactions (at least 90% porosity), but spatial architecture should not interfere
with ECM remodeling, cell nutrition and waste transport (29).
Scaffolds are typically fabricated using either natural or synthetic biomaterials of
organic or inorganic origin (Tab.1). Biomaterials can be combined as co-polymers
or semi-synthetic polymers to enhance structural properties like elasticity or
influence biodegradation and biocompatibility.

Natural

Synthetic/organic

Synthetic/inorganic

Collagen

Gelatine

Polymethylmethacrylate

Fibrin

Polylactic acid

Polyethylene

Laminin

Polyglycolic acid

Polytetrafluorethylene

Elastin

Poly(amino acids)

Polybutric acid

Hyaluronan

Chitosan

Polycarbonate

Agarose

Polyesterurethane

Alginate

Polyphosphazenes

Table 1 Types of biomaterials based on their origin
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Scaffold geometry usually supports regenerating tissue mechanically and
structurally. For this reason, scaffold characteristics are profoundly determined by
the manufacturing technique. Size, external geometry, mechanical strength,
porosity,

macro/microstructure,

interconnectivity,

surface-to-volume

ratio,

degradation rate, and surface chemistry are all properties influenced by the
method of fabrication. Conventional ways of generating scaffolds are well known
since the beginning of tissue engineering research. A bulk or porous composite is
formed through different chemical and/or physical procedures (Tab. 2), resulting in
a structure that matches the basic requirements of biocompatible scaffolds such
as interconnectivity, but usually lacks long-range microstructure and external
geometry

(30)

. Rapid prototyping methods allow the fabrication of hollow or tubular

structures through computer generated and controlled solid-free form layer
manufacturing procedures

(31)

, which can also determine the external geometry of

the product.

Conventional scaffold fabrication techniques
− Solvent casting/particulate leaching
− Thermally induced phase separation/vacuum drying
− Fibre meshing/bonding
− Melt moulding
− Gas foaming/high pressure processing
− Membrane lamination
− Hydrocarbon templating
− Freeze-drying
− Emulsion freeze-drying
− Solution casting
Table 2 Conventional scaffold fabrication methods used

(32)

Apart from these solid applications, scaffolds in hydrogel-state may provide a
supreme matrix that has a higher water content and viscoelasticity than solid
three-dimensional scaffolds to facilitate diffusion and cellular signaling even better
(33)

.
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1.3.2 Smart biomaterials and nanostructure fabrication
It became evident in recent years that biomaterial scaffolds need to possess more
than just structural qualities to control cell fate and tissue growth. The concept of
smart biomaterials takes us one step further towards reinventing the human ECM.
Advanced research in molecular biology discovered possibilities to alter the
existing technologies or create whole new constructs. Nano-filaments presenting
bioactive signal peptides like RGD are able to enhance cellular attachment to
synthetic scaffolds

(34)

. Fabricating scaffolds binding endothelial growth factors like

vascular endothelial growth factor (VEGF) and platelet-derived growth factor
(PDGF-BB) may one day overcome vascularization challenges which are one of
the biggest limitations in building complex organs in in-vitro and in-vivo models (35).
Molecular self-assembling hydrogels, bio-separation, drug delivery systems,
growth factor and/or ligand coupled scaffolds are further applications expected to
revolutionize tissue engineering (36).
Apart from biological enhancement, nanotechnology is gaining more influence on
the way in which scaffolds are constructed. By altering the surface on
nanostructure level, cell-scaffold interaction is ameliorated through creating larger
areas to adsorb proteins and presenting more binding sites

(37)

. Magnetite

nanoparticels have been mixed in a cell culture to penetrate cells and allow
scientists to control cellular organization, thus generating cellular compounds
without the use of a prefabricated scaffold

(38)

. Carbon nanotubes, due to their

superior mechanical and electrical properties, can be used to fiber-reinforce
polymers and modify their function (39).
To produce scaffolds in the micro- and nanometer scale, the process of
electrospinning has been applied in recent years. Apart from the possibility to
control the microarchitecture, ECM-like substances may be integrated in the matrix
to facilitate cell spreading, proliferation, and differentiation (40).
Small pore size in relation to seeded cells is a critical limitation in electrospun
scaffold based research. To solve this issue, a procedure called “microintegration”
can be used through which cells are being integrated into the structures during the
8

spinning process. High viability and biocompatibility of these constructs has been
shown in dynamic bioreactor investigations (41).
However, toxicological problems connected to nanotechnology such as the
carcinogenic potential of incorporated non-degradable nanoparticles remain
limiting factors in terms of in-vivo applicability that require further understanding of
the underlying hazardous mechanisms

(42)

. Biocompatible and biodegradable

nano-applications on the other hand are considered safe for medical use (43).

1.3.3 Cell seeding techniques
The act of transporting cells from a static cultivation dish onto a scaffold is
commonly referred to as “cell seeding”. This marks the first step in creating a
scaffold-cell construct and is vital to consecutive stages as initial high
concentrations of cells on the polymer are linked to ECM accumulation (44).
Two different methods can be applied to seed cultivated cells on scaffolds:
• The “drop-on” method is the way of using a pipette to directly seed cells on the
surface of a biocompatible matrix. The used volume should be adjusted
according to the intake capacity of the matrix indicated by the manufacturer.
The advantage of this method lies in the possibility to transport a defined
amount of cells. Cells initially only populate the surface which means that they
need to migrate into the scaffold to spread more evenly.
• The “drop-in” method represents a procedure in which the scaffold is dipped
into a cellular suspension and cells are spread through spinning the flask. The
advantage of this technique lies in the homogenous spreading of cells into the
whole scaffold and enhanced cellular adhesion through direct impact of cells
and scaffold. Disadvantages are seen in higher cell counts that need to be
applied and the fact that most cells still gather on the surface.
Both methods should be conducted avoiding the formation of cell clusters when
extracting the cells from their cultivation dishes as cell clusters tend to obstruct the
three-dimensional structure of the scaffolds, blocking cellular migration paths and
nutrition.
9

1.4 Open systems for functional tissue cultivation
The term “open system” in tissue engineering refers to tissue generating
processes that put the constructs (scaffold, cells) in direct contact with the
surrounding medium and fluctuating immunogenic antibodies and macromolecules
(opposed to “closed systems” that protect implanted tissue through a
semipermeable membrane).
Starting with the primary in-vitro culture to cultivate a certain amount of cells, the
ultimate goal of this approach is to develop vascularized and functional tissue
through either emulating natural surroundings in a so-called bioreactor (in-vitro) or
implanting the scaffold directly into the host (in-vivo), inducing a regenerative
process

that

is

similar

to

wound-healing.

Once

exposed

to

suitable

microenvironmental conditions cells have the ability to reorganize their immediate
surroundings.

1.4.1 Primary culture
First approaches to cultivating tissues are performed using different static culture
dishes widely used in medicine (e.g. for microbiological applications). Tissue is
harvested through biopsy, cleaned, minced and attached to the dish through
biological adhesive substances, e.g. Matrigel™ (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes,
NJ), a proteinaceous gel secreted by mouse sarcoma cells that resembles the
ECM

(45)

. Cells are cultivated adding a growth medium that contains mostly

nutrients, antibiotics and sometimes tissue-specific growth factors. The exact
proportion of these substances should meet the cellular and tissue requirements.
To control gas supply and temperature, these dishes are then put into an
incubator. Regular changes of the growth medium need to be conducted to secure
cellular nutrient supply. Once the cells have grown up to a certain quantity they
can be transported onto a scaffold. Presently, the relevance of static cell cultures
for tissue engineering is usually limited to the cultivation of cells and optional preculturing of scaffolds/scaffold-cell-constructs for dynamic applications due to the
restriction of control over environmental factors.
10

1.4.2 Bioreactors – the dynamic approach
Although adult proliferative cells like keratinocytes, fibroblasts, smooth muscle
cells etc. can easily be harvested and cultivated, their potential to proliferate
without losing their functional phenotype proved limited under static culture
conditions

(46)

. One possible reason for this might be a lack of mechanical

stimulation such as compression, stretch, flow of liquids, etc. It is recognized that
mechanical forces affect the development in embryological tissue; however, only
recently the regulatory effects of cytoskeletal tension on gene expression and
intracellular signaling in adult cells have been described (47).
Dynamic in-vitro cell cultivation systems
(“bioreactors”) have been developed to
include such considerations into tissue
generating

procedures.

In

these

machines certain environmental factors
like air pressure, fluid pressure, shear
stress (through controlling the fluid flow,
oscillation and amplitude), translational
or cyclical mechanical strain, mass
transfer, pH- and gas pressure levels,
temperature etc. can be controlled (Fig.
1). Automatizing processes such as
medium change that were formerly
achieved

through

manipulation

of

culture dishes minimizes viability loss
experienced in static cultures through
Figure

1

Bioreactor

system

schematics.

Nutrient is delivered to the cultivation chamber

maintaining a constant concentration of
fresh nutrient and assuring metabolic

using a pump. Constant circulation facilitates

by-product

cell ingrowth into a biomatrix. The bioreactor

aseptic conditions are more easily

operates under static temperature and gas

preserved which improves the feasibility

conditions (in this case 37°C and 10% of CO2)

disposal.

Furthermore,

of long-time investigations.
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Different kinds of mechanical stimuli should be applied to constructs matching the
native environment of the cultured cell and tissue in order to cultivate the
functional cellular phenotype, e.g. pulsatile radial stress in vascular tissue
engineering, electric and pulsatile stimuli in cardiac tissue engineering or dynamic
compression in cartilage tissue engineering (48).

1.4.3 In-vivo cell-scaffold constructs
The integration of a polymer or cell-polymer construct into the living system is
another approach to dynamic cultivation

(49)

. In animal models, the implantation of

non-immunogenic biomaterials into the subcutis, omentum majus, mesenterium or
retroperitoneum provokes a reaction that is similar to wound healing, resulting in
encapsulation and perfusion of the implanted graft

(50)

. In contrast to bioreactors,

this “in-vivo bioreactor” approach has approved to induce vascularization in both
scaffolds and cell-scaffold constructs. Reimplantation of these prevascularized
bare polymers after consecutive seeding has been shown to increase cell viability
rates (51).

1.5 Esophageal Tissue Engineering
The esophagus connects the pharynx with the stomach as a long muscular tube.
It is composed of 4 histological layers (52):
•

The tunica mucosa, containing layered epithelial cells, a lamina propria with
lymphatic follicles and venous structures and a lamina muscularis containing
smooth muscle cells

•

The tela submucosa, containing glandular, lymphatic, neuronal and vascular
structures

•

The tunica muscularis, which is composed of an inner circular and an outer
longitudinal muscle layer with an in-between neuronal plexus, contains
skeletal muscle in the cervical part of the esophageal topography that is
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systematically substituted by smooth muscle (starting at the tracheal
bifurcation) as the esophagus passes over into the stomach
•

The tunica adventitia, containing neuronal, vascular and smooth muscle
structures that are embedded in soft tissue

Concerning the embryological decent of the tissue, the epithelial cells derive from
the endoderm, neuronal cells derive from the ectoderm and vascular, lymphatic
and muscular structures derive from the mesoderm.
The esophageal function is to enable the transportation of food as it transmits the
peristaltic wave that starts with swallowing. However, the neuronal, physical and
chemical mechanisms that control this transport are parallel and complex
operations that require intensive future research.

1.5.1 Demand for tissue-engineered esophagus
Indications for esophageal replacement in pediatric patients include esophageal
atresia, corrosive stricture and malignancy. The therapy to these diseases
nowadays consists of surgical replacement through trans-/interposition with other
intestinal organs (e.g.: stomach, small bowel or colon). Outcome of these
procedures shows increased morbidity due to gradual changes of the graft,
strictures and the risk of metaplasia following reflux disease (53).
Esophageal atresia is an anomaly in neonates with an occurrence rate of 1:3000 –
1:5000 live births. Patients usually present with feeding problems and respiratory
disorders in the first days of their lives. Incomplete detachment of the esophagus
and trachea in week 4-6 of the embryological development leads to malformations
ranging from simple-to-close fistulas to long-gap esophageal atresia with a
distance longer than 6 vertebral bodies that is not treatable through direct
anastomosis or primary gastric transposition (54).
In all of these cases, respecting present surgical strategies and their limitations,
tissue engineering could provide possible solutions to these issues through
fabricating efficient esophageal substitutes.
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1.5.2 Advances in Esophageal Tissue Engineering
Natural and synthetic biomaterials as well as decellularized matrices have been
used as esophageal replacement.
Early experiments in 1993 applied dual-layer collagen sponge matrices on a
silicone stent to substitute a 5cm long piece of cervical esophageal tissue in dogs.
After removal of the stent, the animals tolerated feeding and the scaffolds showed
histological signs of host tissue ingrowth

(55)

. When applying the same scaffolds to

a thoracic segment, the whole segment was replaced by host tissue. However, the
regenerated tissue was very thin and the muscular layer did not reach the center
of the polymer
vascularization.

(56)

. A possible reason for this could have been the lack of

Follow-up

experiments

using

omental

wrapping

or

the

implementation of fibroblast growth factor (FGF) into the scaffolds failed to
demonstrate significant improvement

(57) (58)

. In another approach, using human

keratinocytes on a polyglycolic acid-collagen mesh in rats, esophageal tubular
structures with epithelium similar to human esophageal epithelial architecture have
been produced (59).
First decellularized scaffolds as esophageal replacements were generated through
decellularization of small intestine or bladder submucosa in pigs and applied in
animal experiments. The substitute tissue demonstrated signs of host tissue
ingrowth, but major complications such as strictures put limitations to the success
of these experiments

(60) (61) (62)

. Thoracic esophageal interposition with human

amniotic membrane seeded with keratinocytes and fibroblasts proved feasible
although harvesting this scaffold in large quantities might be complicated

(63)

. In a

different study, esophageal organoid units on synthetic polymers were implanted
in the rat’s omentum majus

(64)

. After using these grafts for interposition in the

esophagus, the rats gained weight on normal diet. Histological investigations
showed architecture that resembled native esophageal tissue.
The EuroSTEC team in Graz successfully isolated esophageal epithelial cells from
biopsies in the rat model, developed cell culture protocols and generated sheets of
rodent esophageal epithelial cells (REEC) in static in-vitro experiments

(65)

.
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Increased cell numbers on collagen scaffolds and improved attachment of the
construct in culture plates through pre-coating scaffolds with Matrigel™ was
reported

(66)

. Implanting REEC seeded scaffolds into the omentum majus of the rat

demonstrated that the small animal model has certain limitations due to the small
size of the situs, including problems harvesting large numbers of esophageal
epithelial cells and surgical difficulties in esophageal replacement procedures (67).
In the ovine model, culture protocols of ovine esophageal epithelial cells (OEEC)
were developed. Fibroblast pre-seeded scaffolds seeded with OEEC and sutured
on stents were implanted into the ovine omentum majus, resulting in the
generation of a rudimentary esophageal conduit showing histological signs of
cellular ingrowth and an architecture resembling the native esophagus

(68)

. To

determine the proliferative fraction of isolated OEECs, the expression of the
proliferative marker pancytokeratine-26 (PCK-26) on cultured cells has been
further investigated. It has been demonstrated that PCK-26 positive cell show
increased

proliferative

potential.

Additionally,

PCK-26

demonstrated improved adhesion to the scaffolds

positive

fractions

(69)

. Further studies in

esophageal tissue engineering should focus on such problems as uniform cell
sourcing and the development of hybrid biocompatible matrices that match the
different cellular layers and the detailed microarchitecture of the native esophagus.

1.5.3 The creation of hybrid tubular scaffolds
A crucial issue in organ tissue engineering is the reconstruction of the
heterogeneous layered organ wall. Most experiments in tissue engineering aim at
reconfiguring only single cell-type layers. In the living system, hollow organ walls
are usually composed of different compartments of epithelial cells, muscle tissue,
connective tissue, neuronal tissue etc. One approach to target this problem can be
the creation of a hybrid compound of attached cell sheets containing different cell
lines that is cultivated as one construct to facilitate layer adhesion.
To construct tubular structures, scaffolds can either be fabricated as tubes or
sutured in a tubular shape from scaffold sheets. With scaffold sheets, the seeding
process is easier while seeding scaffold tubes requires special devices and has
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lower seeding densities due to the “drop-in” approach (see chapter 1.3.3). Suturing
of scaffold sheets has been investigated recently and the use of interrupted or
continuous edge sutures has been verified as the most feasible technique (70).
Multiple layers of tubular scaffolds are needed to construct hybrid compounds. If
scaffold sheets are used to create the single layers, those sheets are first seeded
with different cell lines and may be pre-cultured under static or dynamic conditions
to enhance structural stability and pre-vascularization. Consecutively the scaffold
sheet representing the innermost layer is folded around a stent and sutured using
the above mentioned techniques. The next layer is then sutured around the first
one in a similar way, avoiding cleavage through positioning the edges on opposite
sides. Edges of further layers would be positioned between the first two edges.

1.6 Aim of the experiment
Recent investigations conducted by our team showed promising results of ovine
esophageal smooth muscle cell (OESMC) growth and viability of up to 8 weeks in
primary culture

(46)

and static cultivation on a porous three-dimensional collagen

scaffold (66).
The aim of the present experiment is to compare OESMC organization,
proliferation and viability on 2 scaffolds that are composed of the same biomaterial
(collagen type I), but differ in their architecture (dense vs. porous) and origin
(natural vs. fabricated), under dynamic conditions in a commercially available
bioreactor system.
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2 Materials and Methods

2.1 Materials

2.1.1 Smooth muscle cell source
Esophageal smooth muscle cells were obtained from an adult Austrian mountain
sheep. The procedure followed the guidelines of the Animal Care and Use
Committee of the Ministry of Science and Research, Vienna, Austria.

2.1.2 Scaffolds

2.1.2.1 Dense scaffold – Tutopatch®
Tutopatch® collagen membranes (Tutogen Medical GmbH, Neunkirchen am
Brand, Germany) (Fig. 2) are made from bovine pericardium, consisting mainly of
collagen type I

(71)

. The manufacturing process is made up of various steps that

are subsumed as the Tutoplast® process.
First, the harvested pericardium is cleaned with aqueous solutions and gently
dehydrated using organic solvents. This removes adjacent fat tissue and
substances that might cause rejection or allergic reactions. Cellular components
are extracted using osmotic contrast bathing to exterminate bacteria, intracellular
viruses and antigenicity. Further virus inactivation and protein denaturation is
achieved through hydrogen peroxide treatment. Next, the tissue is treated with
NaOH to inactivate prions, DNA and RNA particles. The final step marks low-dose
γ-irradiation to completely sterilize the product (72).
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Figure 2 Tutopatch® rectangular scaffold in its dry state before washing and suturing

In the process, the three-dimensional structure with pores sizes of around 0.5 –
1µm (Figg. 3 and 4) is preserved. The sterilization process generates a biomatrix
that is free of any immunogenic particles that might cause rejection, transmission
of disease or alter the integration into the host tissue.
The

biomechanical

strength

of

the

membrane

is

comparable

to

Polytetrafluorethylene (PTFE) (73). Biocompatibility has been approved by the FDA,
declaring Tutopatch® matrices suitable for clinical use. They are mainly used for
wrapping and closure of tissue defects or implants (74). Biodegradation can take up
to several weeks or months. In experimental investigations, the applicability of
bovine pericardium scaffolds in cell based tissue engineering applications has
been demonstrated (75).
Surface properties of the membranes are not equal on both sides. While one side
is smooth to inhibit attachment of surrounding structures, the other side is rough to
enable tissue ingrowth and cellular infiltration.
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Cells should be seeded onto the scaffold’s rough side in its wet state as
Tutopatch® matrices require rehydration before use.
These matrices come in 2 different shapes (discoid and rectangular), 2 sizes of
thickness (regular and extra thin with a thickness of 0.1 – 0.2 mm) and various
diameters. For this experiment, we utilized a scaffold featuring the following
characteristics: rectangular, 20 mm length x 30 mm width and regular thickness.

Figure 3 Scanning electron microscopic image (SEM) showing dense structures without
orientation. (Courtesy Dr. Harald Plank, Institute for Electron Microscopy, Graz University of
Technology, Austria)
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Figure 4 SEM showing an average pore size smaller than 1µm. (Courtesy: Dr. Harald Plank,
Institute for Electron Microscopy, Graz University of Technology, Austria)

2.1.2.2 Porous scaffold – Optimaix™-3D
Optimaix™-3D biodegradable collagen sponges (Matricel GmbH, Herzogenrath,
Germany) (Fig. 5) consist of porcine collagen type I harvested from EU-certified
animals declared fit for human consumption. Transmission of infectious particles
(viruses, prions, etc.) is avoided through several inactivation processes including
γ-irradiation.
The first fabrication step is a controlled freezing process that creates 3D open
porous

capillary-like

vertically-orientated

structures

with

a

diameter

of

approximately 50µm (Figg. 6 and 7) and a rough surface to facilitate cellular
attachment (Fig. 8). Ice crystals are removed from these structures applying
freeze-drying techniques

(76)

. This manufacturing process’s results are scaffolds

that support optimal diffusion, migration, differentiation and proliferation of seeded
cells.
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Figure 5 Optimaix™-3D rectangular scaffold in its dry state before washing and suturing

Biodegradation and immunogenic potential were tested in numerous studies and
found suitable for both in-vitro and in-vivo investigations. Different cell lines
including somatic and stem cells were successfully applied on Optimaix™
scaffolds and their biocompatibility has been shown

(77) (78)

. Recent findings

suggest that Optimaix™-3D matrices promote smooth muscle cell attachment and
infiltration due to their enlarged surface (79).
Cells can be seeded onto the scaffold in its dry state due to its high flexibility and
capillary structure that literally soaks up the cell suspension.
These scaffolds come in 2 different shapes (discoid and rectangular), 2 sizes in
thickness (1.5 mm and 3 mm) and various diameters. For this experiment, the
scaffold utilized had the following characteristics: rectangular, 30 mm length x 40
mm width and 3mm thickness.
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Figure 6 (above) and 7 (below) Scanning electron microscopic images showing the porous
scaffold structure. Each pore measures approx. 50µm in diameter. (Courtesy: Dr. Harald Plank,
Institute for Electron Microscopy, Graz University of Technology, Austria)
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Figure 8 SEM showing the rough surface of the guiding structures’ walls. (Courtesy: Dr. Harald
Plank, Institute for Electron Microscopy, Graz University of Technology, Austria)

2.1.3 Bioreactor set-up

The CELLMAX® DUO bioreactor system (Spectrum Laboratories Inc., Rancho
Dominguez, CA) (Fig.9) consists of a fixed pump and two media bottle holders on
a workstation measuring 25,4 x 33 x 16,5 cm. The media bottle holders fit
standard media bottles. Between the media bottle spaces, the system may
accommodate two disposable CELLMAX® Hollow Fiber cultivation chambers that
can be mounted separately. Due to its compact measurements, the system can be
used in standard CO2 incubators under controlled humidity (up to 100%) and
temperature (20-42°C) conditions. Gas permeable silicone tubing allows CO2 to
diffuse out to preserve the pH-level in culture medium. All parts of the device have
approved to be rinsed with alcohol based solutions for easy maintenance.
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Figure 9 The CELLMAX® DUO bioreactor system

The pump features a cool running brushless DC motor to guarantee unchanged
incubator temperatures during experiments. It generates a pulsatile flow by
depressing the tubing that leads to attached bioreactor chambers, causing media
to flow from the bottles into the chambers and back to its origin or into any
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connected waste disposal unit. Constant pulsation reduces the chance of
circulating particulates occluding the tubes that might inhibit cell proliferation, thus
extending culture viability.
Flow rates can be adjusted from 5-120 ml/min on the peripheral electronic control
unit (ECU). Each bioreactor chamber can be controlled separately through a
special push bar design on the pump. Further control of the microenvironment
might be achieved by applying an optional perfusion kit that creates recirculation
flow in the extra-capillary space. The pump and its ECU are connected to a power
source through an insulated Cat5 tray cable and are running on 100–240 VAC, 5060 Hz and 0,8 A, ensuring maximum compatibility.
Applications of the CELLMAX® Duo bioreactor in combination with CELLMAX®
Hollow Fiber chambers include production of antibodies, proteins and retroviral
vectors as well as cultivation of endothelial, lymphocyte and stem cells. The
artificial capillary system can further be used to simulate vascular physiology or
even the blood-brain-barrier environment (80) (81).
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2.1.4 Cultivation chamber
A specialized cultivation chamber (Técnica de Fluidos, Barcelona, Spain) was
used for these experiments (Fig.10) in order to test miscellaneous scaffolds that
differ strongly from the prefabricated and unalterable hollow fiber system provided
in the CELLMAX® Hollow Fiber bioreactor chambers.
The used chamber consists of an internal glass cock (Fig. 10 A) and a surrounding
glass bulb (Fig. 10 B). Tubular structures are placed into the gap between the
glass cock’s inflow and outflow to connect both and establish circulation through
the lumen. Additional connections for circulation and perfusion of the exterior can
be found on the glass bulb.

Figure 10 Assembled glass chamber. The tubular scaffold closes the internal circulatory gap and
enables perfusion of the lumen.
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2.2 Methods

2.2.1 Static cell cultivation
A piece of the lower section of the ovine esophagus measuring approximately
10cm was obtained at a local slaughterhouse and transported to the laboratory on
ice under sterile conditions in minimal ischemic time. For tissue cleansing, the
esophagus was cut longitudinal (Fig. 11) and washed inside and outside with
saline solution to remove any dirt.

Figure 11 Splitting the ovine esophagus in its longitudinal direction for cleansing
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Next, 2 cm of tissue were removed on each end and the remaining tissue was cut
to a length of 5cm (Fig. 12). The epithelial layer and adhesive soft tissue was
thoroughly separated from the muscular layer using a sterile blade (Fig. 13). The
piece of smooth muscle was then put in a medium consisting of 50ml PBS
(SIGMA-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) mixed with 500µl GPS (SIGMA-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) and 50µl Amphotericin B (SIGMA-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO) for 5 minutes.

Figure 12 A piece of native ovine esophagus measuring approx. 5 x 3 cm
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Figure 13 Separating the smooth muscle from the epithelial layer

The sample was further cut into 24 small squares of 1mm2 and transferred onto 2
separate 24-well plates (Iwaki Scitech, Funabashi, Japan), only using 12 wells of
each plate to limit the possibility of an infection in the culture. These plates are
tissue-culture treated and pre-coated with collagen to enable equal cell spreading
and proliferation.
Matrigel™ was used to carefully attach the tissue to the wells in order to avoid
floating of the muscle pieces in the growth medium and further facilitate cell
adhesion and sprouting. This step has proved vital in recent investigations. The
plates were then put into the incubator for 30 minutes at 37°C and 10% CO2.
Consecutively, 1ml of growth medium containing 4.5 g/l Dulbecco’s Modified
Eagle’s Medium (DMEM) (SIGMA-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO), GPS, 2.5µl/ml
Amphotericin B and 20% Fetal Bovine Serum (FBS) (SIGMA-Aldrich, St. Louis,
MO) was added to each well before returning the culture plates into the incubator.
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A change of growth medium was conducted every second day. The cultures were
observed through light-microscopic investigations performed prior to every
medium change to determine the rate of cell confluence (Fig. 14). After 14 days
the solid pieces of smooth muscle were removed from each well.

Figure 14 A phase-contrast microscopy (400x) shows OESMC sprouting from a piece of
esophageal smooth muscle (dark area) after 7 days of cell culture.

On day 15, a mean confluence rate of approximately 80% was reached in every
well. A mechanical cell scraper (BD Biosciences, Franklin Lakes, NJ) was used to
detach the cell formations with caution from the wells. Next, the cell suspension of
each plate was transferred into 2 separate and larger T-flasks (Iwaki Scitech,
Funabashi, Japan). 20ml of growth medium was added.
Changes of medium were again performed every second day. After 5 days of
culture, the confluence rate of approx. 80% was reached in both T-flasks.
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2.2.2 Scaffold preparation and cell seeding
Both scaffolds, Optimaix™-3D and Tutopatch®, were soaked in PBS and sutured
into tubular shape (Fig. 15) using 3-0 DEXON II coated braided absorbable
polyglycolic-acid bi-colored thread (Covidien, Mansfield, MA), applying the
interrupted edge suture technique.

Figure 15 Optimaix™-3D scaffold sutured into tubular shape applying the interrupted edge suture
technique

Prior to seeding, the cells on the ground of the T-flasks were liberated using the
cell scraper. In previous experiments, cell counts have been determined in order to
reach approximately 2.4 x 105 cells per ml of cell suspension at this rate of
confluence (75-80%) and stage of culture (Day 20). The suspension was diluted to
reach a cell count of approx. 1.2 x 104 cells per ml, matching the amount
suggested by the scaffold’s manufacturer. 200µl of suspension were seeded in
drop-on technique onto each scaffold’s middle section using a pipette (Fig. 16).
The seeded scaffolds were placed onto sterile culture plates without adding any
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medium and maintained in the incubator for 30 minutes to support cellular
adhesion on the constructs before exposing them to any dynamic stress
conditions.

Figure 16 Seeding OESMC-suspension onto an Optimaix™-3D scaffold applying the drop-on
method

2.2.3 Bioreactor culture
As a first step, 50ml of growth medium was filled into the culture bottle and
connected to the bioreactor tubing. The ECU was set to its maximum of 120ml/min
to flush the tubes prior to attaching the cultivation chamber. The ECU was set to
5ml/min before closing the circulation to avoid peak-flow shear stress on the
construct. It was assumed that the minimum pulsatile flow rate would be sufficient
to imitate esophageal propulsive strain.
After pre-culturing the cell-polymer construct, it was transferred onto the glass
cock. The device was closed through attaching the glass bulb and further, the
glass chamber was connected to the bioreactor tubing. The glass bulb’s external
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connections were cut short and not connected to the pump. It was taken into
account that the exterior circulation was not of importance to our investigation due
to the internal seeding process.
Finally, we put the fully-assembled bioreactor system (Fig. 17) into the incubator at
37°C and 10% CO2 for 7 days. No medium change was performed during a
bioreactor test.

Figure 17 Final bioreactor set-up. Growth medium circulates through the inside of the scaffold and
flows back into the medium bottle, providing fresh nutrients for dynamic cell culture.
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2.2.4 Tissue harvesting and sample preparation
After 7 days of culture, the bioreactor was taken out of the incubator, the ECU was
turned off and the tubing was detached. The glass bulb was removed carefully.
Next, the specimen was retrieved from the glass cock (Fig. 18) and put onto a
sterile culture dish. To gain a 1cm long piece out of the middle section, an
approximately 1cm was cut on both edges of the construct.

Figure 18 Removing the tubular Tutopatch® scaffold from the glass chamber

Still in a wet state, the construct was placed in a mould and Tissue-Tek® OCT™
Compound (Sakura Finetek Europe, Alphen aan der Rijn, Netherlands) was added
as a matrix for deep-freezing at -10 °C (Fig. 19), using a Cryostat HM 560 M Cryostar system (Thermo Scientific, Waltham, MA).
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Figure 19 The construct is placed inside the mould which is then filled with conservant compound.

The frozen specimen was cut into 5µm thick slices and put on microscopic slides
(Menzel, Braunschweig, Germany). Non-used remnants were stored at -20°C.
The Hematoxylin-Eosin (H.E.) staining was executed as follows:
•

Use acetone in a cuvette for 12 min.

•

Let the slide dry

•

Put the slide into a cuvette filled with PBS and wash it 3 times (5 sec. each)

•

Put the slide into Hematoxylin for 2 min. and 30 sec.

•

Put the slide into a cuvette and let hot water run on it for 2 min.

•

Put the slide into Eosin for 30 sec.

•

Put the slide into Aqua dest. for 10 sec.

•

Put the slide into 100% EtOH for 2 min.

•

Put the slide into Xylol for 2 min.

•

Softly dry the slide with a paper on the edges
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3 Results
The results of this study were evaluated under the 4 following aspects:
(a) Ability to tubularize scaffolds on media feeding ends of the bioreactor
(b) Success in maintaining natural and fabricated collagen scaffolds in a
bioreactor
(c) Cell attachment under minimal flow conditions offered by the bioreactor
(d) Structural changes evident in natural and fabricated collagen scaffolds

(a) Ability to tubularize scaffolds on media feeding ends of the bioreactor
Both Optimaix™-3D and Tutopatch® could be sutured into tubes for placement on
the media feeding ends of the bioreactor.
Whereas Tutopatch® is a dense collagen, suturing of its edges was easier and the
possibility to form tubes was successful with all the suturing methods employed:
1. Continuous suturing
2. Interrupted suturing
3. Loop suturing method
4. Spiraling loop method
However for the present experimental setup, interrupted suturing technique was
favored since it allows tight approximation of the suture edges and for cell seeding
on the inner lumen of the construct.
Optimaix™-3D is a porous collagen scaffold and does not possess the stiffness
and elasticity offered by Tutopatch® in the surgical creation of tubular constructs.
This scaffold has a multitude of advantages in that it has oriented microstructure
intended for unidirectional growth of tissue which is desired when it comes to
engineering of muscles. Furthermore, the porous structure allows for seeding of
the cells within the scaffold which is not possible in dense collagen scaffolds. In a
prior study performed by our group, Optimaix™-3D was optimally formed into
tubes using the interrupted suturing method. Continuous suturing is also possible,
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however it is technically challenging in these scaffolds. The other 2 methods (loop
suturing and spiraling loop) have shown to form severe distortion of the scaffold’s
macro- and microstructure. Also, techniques such as loop suturing and spiraling
are only possible if these techniques are performed when a stent is present. In the
absence of a stent, these techniques cannot be applied since the scaffold does not
offer sufficient mechanical stiffness for the placement of circular sutures.

(b)

Success in maintaining natural and fabricated collagen scaffolds in a
bioreactor

The two collagen scaffolds Tutopatch® and Optimaix™-3D were evaluated for their
ability to withstand the flow conditions in the bioreactor in order to determine their
mechanical stability in a period of 7 days.
Tutopatch® was found to be mechanically stable for the period of 1 week under
the dynamic bioreactor conditions. The scaffold was evaluated with regards to
degree of expansion under the flow culture conditions and was found to exhibit
little or minimal changes in macrostructure with regards to absorption of culture
media over the surface area. Also, the continuous suture which could possibly be
responsible for weakness in the scaffold’s structure close to the suture edges did
not exhibit disruption throughout the length of the suture. This points out to the fact
that natural dense scaffolds can be maintained in dynamic bioreactors with
interrupted suturing of the scaffold edges without damage to the structure.
Optimaix™-3D although porous was found to be mechanically stable under the
flow conditions offered by the bioreactor. With regards to the degree of expansion,
no further expansion in the size of the scaffold was observed during the 7 days in
culture beside the initial expansion observed during the soaking of the scaffold in
the culture medium. In this scaffold also no disruption was observed at the suture
edges despite the well known fact that each of the sutures was knotted under
different tension. The cylindrical form of the entire scaffold was maintained as well
during the entire duration of the study. No ruptures were observed throughout the
body of the scaffold.
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(c) Cell attachment under minimal flow conditions offered by the bioreactor
Both Optimaix™-3D and Tutopatch® were seeded with smooth muscle cells at the
beginning of the experiment before exposing the constructs to dynamic bioreactor
conditions.
The velocity of the flow of the culture media was found out to be too high for cells
to adhere to the surface of Tutopatch® and hence no smooth muscle cells could
be found on the surface of this scaffold (Fig. 20). Furthermore the Tutopatch®
presents a flat surface for the cells which exposes them to the high flow and does
not allow their attachment on the scaffold.

Figure 20 H.E. staining of the Tutopatch® scaffold after 7 days of bioreactor culture. No signs of
cellular attachment were observed.
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On the other hand, Optimaix™-3D because of its porous structure was expected
to offer better cell seeding and cell attachment in the deeper layer of the scaffold.
However, this was not evident from this experiment (Fig. 21). The flow rate was
high and dislodged the seeded smooth muscle cells from the scaffold. One
important fact that needs to be mentioned here is that the cells were seeded using
the drop-on technique and the major congregation of cells was on the luminal
surface of the scaffold. Seeding of cells using the drop-in technique should be
preferred and the results should be re-evaluated.
The use of tissue adhesives such as Matrigel™ and/or collagen for attachment of
cells should be evaluated for the attachment of the smooth muscle cells on
scaffolds under dynamic bioreactor conditions in future studies.

Figure 21 H.E. staining of the Optimaix™-3D scaffold after 7 days of bioreactor culture. No cells
were found in the specimen.
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(d) Structural changes evident in natural and fabricated collagen scaffolds
Both Tutopatch® and Optimaix™-3D exhibited structural form retention after 7
days of dynamic culture conditions.
Tutopatch® material strength makes it an obvious choice for dynamic bioreactors.
There was no structural distortion in the material after 7 days in culture (Fig. 22).
However, the application of this material must be weighed carefully. This scaffold
is better suited for cells that attach and adhere to the inner luminal surface such as
those in vascular or gastrointestinal system. Investigations with the seeding of this
scaffold with endothelial cells or enterocytes / esophageal epithelial cells should
be carried out to investigate the application of this scaffold for luminal adherent cell
types.

Figure 22 H.E. staining of the Tutopatch® scaffold after 7 days of bioreactor culture
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Optimaix™-3D is a porous scaffold and the collagen binding of the scaffold had to
undergo 2 different flow forces in the dynamic bioreactor (Fig. 23). The flow force
was directed along the luminal surface of the scaffold which was the major
direction of the force exerted on the scaffold. However, a second force directed
perpendicularly to this force existed that forced the culture media through the
porous structure of the scaffold. The points of scaffold weakness (areas where the
sutures were placed) also withstood the longitudinal flow pressures as well as the
perpendicular flow pressures. These results show the suitability of using
Optimaix™-3D under dynamic bioreactor conditions.

Figure 23 H.E. staining of the Optimaix™-3D scaffold after 7 days of bioreactor culture
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4 Discussion

4.1 Bioreactor system (vs. in-vivo culture)
Bioreactor systems have been developed for a multitude of reasons:
Firstly, the intention of such systems is to provide a constant flow of nutrients to
the cells seeded on scaffolds during the creation of constructs. These systems
enable initial tissue formation from the seeded cells so that an en-bloc implantation
of generated tissue is possible. Implantation of isolated cells before initial tissue
formation may lead to severed cell-cell contact and lead to the production of tissue
with an increased fibrous component. However, every organ in tissue engineering
does not need a bioreactor system to create a construct. Constructs using
bioreactor systems focus on cells that need better attachment to (a) other cells
and (b) scaffolds before there are subjected to the functional or structural area of
indented application.
Secondly, bioreactors are more suitable for tissues that are under constant flow
conditions in order to offer ideal body-like conditions for the generation of tissue
before implantation. These conditions are particularly important in tissues such as
of vascular, airway or gastrointestinal origin. The inner surfaces of these tissues
(luminal surfaces) are subjected to maximal abrasive forces and such cells must
withstand such forces for proper cell maintenance and functioning. Also, such flow
systems allow the cell to connect to each other and form sheets or lining to
prevent the leakage of fluids through the surface of such tissues.
Thirdly, dynamic bioreactors can help in the investigation of the various types of
scaffolds placed in such system and enable the comparison of such scaffolds in
terms of mechanical properties and the maintenance of structure after short or
long time exposure to a flow with preset or pre-determined velocity. The flow rate
depends on the type of tissue and its body environment where it will be implanted.
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4.2 Esophageal smooth muscle cells in bioreactor tests
Our group has been investigating esophageal tissue engineering. Functionally, the
esophagus is a muscular tube for transportation of food, but a complex organ with
regards to its engineering. The esophagus consists of a heterogeneous population
of cells arranged in close approximation to each other to form the tissue. The inner
lining of the esophagus is composed of esophageal epithelial cell, which do not
require a dynamic bioreactor system for their proliferation or to form sheets as
based on our experience and previous publications. Other cells involved in the
esophagus are: enteric nervous system cells, submucosal gland acini, and smooth
muscle cells. Work by our group has reported that both enteric nervous system
cells as well as submucosal gland acini can be cultured and these cell populations
do not require a dynamic flow system for better tissue generation. The smooth
muscle cells which have an important role in the peristaltic activity are required in
relatively larger numbers and dynamic bioreactor conditions could play a major
role in the formation of oriented tissue.
Muscle tissues due to their function have a higher metabolic demand when
compared to other tissues such as epithelial tissues. During the generation of such
tissue, initial nutrition is supplied through diffusion from the scaffold on which the
cells are attached. This supply of nutrients should be taken over by a rapidly
established vascular supply. Since it is not possible to offer a rapid vascular supply
in in-vitro static systems, dynamic systems have been sought to solve this
problem. The constant flow of media through the bioreactor system helps not only
to provide a constant supply of fresh nutrients, but also helps in the removal of
waste products that are excreted by such cells with high metabolic demand.
Another advantage of dynamic bioreactors in muscle cells is that these systems
provide a constant mechanical strain which keeps the muscle cells in a state of
movement and determines their alignment direction

(82)

, a phenomena that could

be useful in slowing down their phenotypic transformation into fibroblasts due to
inactivity especially when large scale proliferation and differentiation is necessary
which is important when substantial tissue mass needs to be generated.
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4.3 Scaffolds
The types of scaffolds that are employed for bioreactors also have to meet the
special requirements of such systems. For tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine purposes, the scaffolds should offer characteristics based on the type of
tissue that needs to be generated. In the generation of vascular structures for
example, the luminal surface of scaffolds should be similar to that seen in
Tutopatch® so that cell can be seeded on the inner surface and the density of the
material enables the proliferation of the cells in the form of sheets on the inner
surface to form a water tight membrane.
On the other hand, Optimaix™-3D has different characteristics. Despite being
porous, the application of this scaffold for bioreactor systems has various
advantages. Optimaix™-3D offers pores for the cells to align and grow deep within
the scaffold to form tissue of substantial mass. Optimaix™-3D has demonstrated
in our high flow bioreactor system that it can withstand the forces without tear
during the in-vitro phase. The flexibility of such scaffolds further allows a micropulsatile motion that mimics a pulse type environment which is necessary for
muscle cells.
Various parameters need to be considered when applying collagen scaffolds in
bioreactor systems:
(1) Elasticity and degradation: Elasticity of scaffold will depend on the type of
tissue generated. Vessels or vascular tissue is conditioned applying a high
pulsatile type of flow when compared to smooth muscle or skeletal muscle
tissue generation, requiring much more endurable scaffolds that are often
fabricated from synthetic biomaterials. Collagen on the other hand has the
advantage of a near to natural degradation time as it is a major component of
the ECM in most elastic tissues. Although it might not be as endurable as its
synthetic counterparts, tissues that do not require such high flow rates could
preferably use collagen scaffolds due to their biocompatible properties.
(2) Strength: In our investigation, it has been shown that the structural integrity of
collagen scaffolds under pulsatile flow conditions is not distorted through shear
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stress at a flow rate of 5 ml/min. If investigations under high flow rates should
be necessary, new technologies including carbon nanotube reinforcement
could be used to enhance strength and structural stability of collagen scaffolds
(83)

.

(3) Pore size: Highly porous to dense scaffolds are being tested with almost every
type of tissue that is being engineered contemporarily. The pore size requires
further investigation with regards to the type of tissue being investigated (84).
(4) Composite scaffolds: A combination of 2 different scaffolds or even multiple
differing biomaterials fabricated into one single scaffold might offer desired
elasticity, degradation rates, strength and pore size.
Another important parameter that determines the suitability of scaffold applications
is the stretch-to-tear ratio. In any case, scaffold architecture needs to be adjusted
to the type of tissue that is being engineered.

4.4 Cell culture and seeding technique
Sakao et al. reported that a medium containing apoptosed endothelial cells
increased vascular smooth muscle cell proliferation in CELLMAX® bioreactor
culture due to released proliferative mediators such as transforming growth factor
(TGF)-beta1

(85)

. Further experiments to differentiate such mediators in dynamic

esophageal smooth muscle generation should therefore be conducted. Adding
such substances to existing cell culture media might enhance the proliferative
potential of esophageal smooth muscle cells under dynamic culture conditions in
future experiments.
Cell seeding plays an important role in dynamic systems. Calculations and further
investigations should be carried out to determine the exact time of cell attachment
to the scaffold before the constructs are exposed to a dynamic bioreactor system.
In case the cells are not firmly attached the face the risk of being swept away once
the culture medium is pumped through the construct. The cells vary considerably
not only in the time taken for attachment to a particular scaffold, but also in the
time taken by them to interact among themselves to form tissues.
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Seeding of cells in a tubular scaffold is always a challenge. The drop-on
techniques requires multiple implantation cycles in order to have the critical
numbers of cells that could attach to the luminal surface to enable cell to cell
attachment. The drop-in technique is even more difficult and for this special
systems such as vacuum seeding or centripetal force application have been
reported

(86)

. It should however be noted, that the development of such systems is

expensive and their universal acceptance is still questionable.
Cell could also be cultured in critical numbers initially on static systems directly on
scaffolds to enable their firm adherence on scaffolds and then can be sutured to
form tubes using surgically established techniques. This approach however, has
the disadvantage in again having cells for an initial period of time in a static system
before being transferred to a dynamic one. The transfer from one system to
another, its advantages and disadvantages needs to be investigated in details to
explore the standardization of such a technique.
Bioreactors in future need to test and investigate hybrid constructs. In hybrid
constructs, the inner constructs could be exposed to a high flow system leaving
the outer construct to a low flow environment which is desirable in most of the
tubular structures being engineered. Another concept which needs to be tested in
bioreactors is the application of 2 different growth media in a hybrid construct
system, so as to enable the specific growth of 2 different cell types into tissue that
are in interaction with each other.
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4.5 Conclusion
Dynamic bioreactors are important to generate tissue under improved culture
conditions compared to those offered by static cultures. There are many factors
that influence the success of tissue formation in dynamic bioreactors:
•

Type of cell that is seeded on the luminal surface

•

Optimization of culture medium-related factors to match the individual cell
type

•

Type of scaffold used for tissue generation

•

Elasticity of scaffold and mechanics to flow systems

•

Porosity/density of scaffolds for cell attachment

•

Cell-scaffold interaction time before placement of constructs in bioreactors

•

Flow dynamics and setting of bioreactors

•

Type of flow regulation in bioreactors: linear or pulsatile

4.6 Future prospects
A multitude of investigations will be necessary for tissue generation through
dynamic bioreactors before standards are set in generating tissue of a constant
standard and quality. Dynamic bioreactor systems need to undergo further
improvements in the future and will replace the 1st and 2nd generation bioreactor
systems that are being presently used for tissue engineering and regenerative
medicine purposes.
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